
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Number Difficulty Location Clue Answer  

1 Easy 50.801112, -1.738207 Along the hedge  

2 Easy 50.801278, -1.739063 Near the tunnel of trees  

3 Easy 50.800526, -1.738863 Behind fence  

4 Easy 50.801998, -1.739229 Fancy some tennis?  

5 Medium 50.802156, -1.736188 East of Blackfirs  

6 Medium 50.799591, -1.739411 Fence post  

7 Medium 50.799219, -1.737714 Shall we go on the swings?  

8 Medium 50.798517, -1.739253 Behind the boathouse  

9 Medium 50.798868, -1.736732 Look at the roof  

10 Hard 50.802992, -1.735036 Corner of fence  

11 Hard 50.798074, -1.737168 I can see the boat house from 
here 

 

12 Hard 50.799451, -1.735533 Mountain bike tracks  

13 Hard 50.804566, -1.737626 North West corner of site  

Geocaching Pack 

 

Your mission is to crack the code to the password below by finding the 13 geocaching points that are scattered 

around Avon Tyrrell. Choose a numbered point from the map overleaf to start at, carefully type the location code 

into Google maps and let your GPS guide the way to each box. Write the number found on each geocache 

plaque into the answer box.                                                      

Please note the location contains eight numbers followed by a comma then space before the next sequence of 

numbers. Without the comma & space your code will not be valid.  

Locations can be found in any order so you can start at any point. Time to complete the course is approximately 

1hour. On your return pop into Reception to check if you got the password correct!  

 Password:  _   _   _   _   _           _   _   _   _   _   _   _   _  

 

Use the key below to crack the code once you have collected all the digits.   

A  B  C  D  E  F  G  H  I  J  K  L  M  N  O  P  Q  R  S  T  U  V  W  X  Y  Z  

In an emergency call reception on 01425 672347 or speak to a member of staff.  Please stick to designated paths around site, 

you do not need to cross fences and be aware around bodies of open water. 


